LEARNING

7-9 YEAR OLDS

TO USE THE BALL WELL

HURLING

FOOTBALL

ABC & RJTs

Handling

Handling

Agility

- Claw catch
- Cupped catch

Sending & Receiving:
- Ground striking (a moving
ball) left & right
- Ground doubling
(same direction/opposite
direction)
- Striking from the hand
(stationary)
- Jab lift (stationary ball)

Body catch
Low catch
High catch
Fist pass
Hand pass
Crouch Iift (stationary
ball)

Kicking
- Punt kick (hard foot)
left & right
- Hook kick (one hand)
- Pick up-foot

For example:

- Bean bag balancing
- Ball balancing

Tackle

Travelling
-

High bounce
Toe tap (stationary)
Soft foot
Roll

Tackle
block

-

Near hand tackle
Shadowing
Frontal tackle
Block down

Target Games
Zig zag relay

For example:

The simplest form of a game which challenges
techniques

Balance
One leg hopping,

Hop and land on other leg

players to use the

previously learnt is to aim into or at a target. Players

have lots of time to perform the task without any distraction
other players. There is a low level of decision making. For
example: Skittles,

from

Through the gate, Tower ball

Co-ordination
Court Games
Running - Good Technique
For example: On the spot, Relay
races, Hurdle running, Stopping

Court games require players to pass the ball over an obstacle like
a net or zone to a receiver. The level of decision making has
increased but is limited.

The use of other skills essential for team

work such as communication,
anticipation and spatial awareness
become more apparent. For example: Over the river, Scout ball,

Jumping
For example:

Travelling

- Ground flick
(backhand)
- Ground clash
- Hooking
- Frontal & ground
(Hurl to hurl)

-

Leap frog, Donkey

Cuchulainn

kicks

Field Games

Throwing
For example:

Dodge ball

Conditioning
- Partner Resistance
For example: Tug of war,
Push & pull partner, The
bridge
- Whole body exercises
- Introduce basic flexibility

These are games which require one team to act as the
strikers/kickers and the opposition become the fielders retrievi ng
the ball. Greater decisions have to be made in relation to where,
when and how to move or play the ball and good spatial
awareness is more important.

For example:

Rounders, Four hitters

Part-Invasion
These games require
direct opposition.

players to complete

a task with limited

or

For example: 4v4 (zoned) no goalie, Line game

Full-Invasion
The core objective
opponent's

in invasion games is to move into an

territory in order to score. To achieve this objective the

players must maintain possession of the ball, create and use
space and attack a 'goal'. For example: 4v4 (two touch), 5v5
(wide man)
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